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PROPOSAL WRITING AND PRODUCTIVITY SUPPORT FOR GRANT WRITERS
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BreeAnn Brandhagan, RAO, OVPR
SCHEDULE
SPRING 2022

Register: [CSU Writes website] Grants
Email: csuwrites@colostate.edu
Events held on MS-Teams

Co-facilitated by Dr. Kristina Quynn of CSU Writes and BreeAnn Brandhagan of the OVPR Research Acceleration Office (RAO). GRANT Writes includes presentations, retreats, weekly writing sessions, and low-stakes accountability to support writing productivity and grant quality.

FEB 11 - MAY 30, 9am (JOIN HERE)
WEEKLY STRATEGY SESSIONS

Regular accountability check-in & write-on-site sessions. 9am RAO strategy. Log week’s goals. Chart progress. 9:15-10:30+ Monday writing session. Held on Teams.

FEB 19, 8:30am-4:30pm (JOIN HERE)
APR 2, 8:30am-4:30pm (JOIN HERE)
GRANT WRITING RETREATS

Co-organized with Office of the Vice-President for Research RAO. Each retreat affords grant writers up to 5 hours of dedicated prep and writing time, expert speaker presentations, and afternoon breakout discussion sessions. Retreats are a great opportunity for researchers to make significant progress on a proposal.

APR 7, 12-1pm
WORKSHOP: Grant Proposals at the Sentence Level

A workshop co-led by Dr. Jeff Wilusz (MIP) and Dr. Kristina Quynn to examine what makes proposals succeed or fail and why at the sentence-level.

MAR 7- JUNE 20 (time TBD)
GRANT GENERATING/FEEDBACK GROUPS

Organized through CSU Writes, groups meet regularly to provide accountability, collegial support, and feedback to build writing momentum and craft high-quality proposals.